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The Titan Experience -

EXPECT MORE

Designed for years of
maintenance free
operation in hostile
environments

Extreme Duty
Proven Reliability
Low Maintenance
Quick Delivery
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Titan ConveyorsTM has the products and experience to provide innovative assembly line conveyor systems, from
basic assembly to complex applications. Most often, an assembly line system is a series of standard conveyors
with custom features and options to suit the application. Titan ConveyorsTM has the advantage of over 40 standard conveyor models to choose from and an almost infinite number of available features and options to customize your system. And when the application requires a completely custom design, Titan’s experienced design
engineers have a long track record of innovative design from the ground up.

Titan ConveyorsTM designed and built assembly line for a major appliance manufacturer featured multi-chain
conveyors with padded chains, chain driven live roller conveyors, turntables, pallet up-enders, lift and rotate
mechanisms for assembly operations and accumulation conveyors.

AGV system for assembly of marine engines

Table Top Conveyors for assembly of applliances

Tire & Wheel assembly line

Titan ConveyorsTM has a fully staffed in-house conveyor engineering and manufacturing operation.
We are willing to customize our standard conveyors and design custom solutions to meet our customers
requirements with innovative ideas, but we continually strive to “keep it simple” and keep up a dialogue with our
customers.
So that our customers can visualize what they are getting and check dimensions for critical clearances, we
generate approval drawings for their scrutiny and review. After approval, we manage and track each job using
the newest software capabilities. Then we deliver, on time and on budget.

Automation Integrators and
Robotics Integrators throughout
North America select Titan as their
partner for our ability to innovate
and be flexible, provide drawings in
both CAD and SolidWorks, and
deliver on time with best in class
lead times. Integrators often find it
helpful for Titan to provide items
such as pit plates and cable trays
integrated with the conveyor design.
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